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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Historic Hike?; Combating Inflation]

GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: The impact on home price, jobs, the stock market and the
battle against soaring prices as President Biden feels the heat. Who he’s pointing fingers at for
slowing down his plans.

(....)

7:02:30 a.m.
13 seconds

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Happening Now; Growing Economic Concerns; President Biden
Under Pressure as Fed Set to Raise Interest Rates]

TJ HOLMES: We have to start with these growing concerns. The economy on everybody's mind
now, certainly on President Biden's, feeling pressure and he is getting increasingly frustrated with
Republicans. Our Cecilia Vega will have more on that from the White House. 

(....)

7:04:31 a.m.
2 minutes

STEPHANOPOULOS: Inflation putting political pressure on President Biden. He's blaming
Republicans in Congress for blocking his plans to get prices under control.

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: New This Morning; President Under Pressure Over Soaring
Inflation; Biden: “Jobs Are Back, But Prices Are Still Too High”]

PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN BIDEN: That's why my plan is not finished and why the results aren't
finished either. Jobs are back, but prices are still too high. COVID is down, but gas prices are up.
Our work isn't done. 

STEPHANOPOULOS: Chief White House correspondent Cecilia Vega joins us now. And,
Cecilia, no issue hurting the president more. 

CECILIA VEGA: Exactly, George. This is a top issue for voters and they're really blaming him
for this and that — that means that this is a top priority for this White House but, look, publicly
and privately President Biden is really feeling the pressure on this and she’s, frankly, growing
increasingly frustrated. Look, some of this frustration really stems from the fact that the White



House and officials here say they've done what’s in their control to try to combat some of these
high prices. We’ve been talking about this. They’ve released strategic oil reserves to try to bring
down some of these prices. They’re considering trying to end some of these Trump-era tariffs on
Chinese goods. They say that would bring down day-to-day costs for Americans, but the White
House knows this is a top issue for voters. They are well aware that this could very easily
threaten his agenda and, frankly, threaten his party's chances in the midterms come November.

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: New This Morning; President Under Pressure Over Soaring
Inflation; Biden Blames Republicans for Blocking Plans to Bring Down Prices]

There has been a steady drumbeat — we’ve been talking about this for months — from
Republicans, who have been really looking to cast this as Biden's price hike, so what you're
seeing is what you just heard from President Biden, that shift in the narrative. He is really
looking to cast blame on Republicans right now who he says are blocking his agenda on Capitol
Hill. He says if they can bring down things like lowering prescription drugs that would offset
some of these other costs. He’s also going after oil companies more and more. He said recently
Exxon, for example, is making more money than God. He’s certainly been blaming Putin and the
war in Ukraine for the high-rise of energy costs but, look, George, you know this, the truth is, the
White House can do little directly to bring down inflation. That is the Fed's job. But the voters
are blaming him. They want him to do more on this.

STEPHANOPOULOS: Right and we'll see what the world looks like after the Fed acts today.
Cecilia Vega, thanks very much.


